2002 mitsubishi 3000 gt
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vehicles from this dealer. Both of these vehicles were in top condition and the price was the
fairest of any I had seen in my extensive research. The staff at Cosmo's is the best in the
business. They are very knowledgeable and very patient with someone who asks a lot of
questions me :- I would highly recommend this dealership and know you can buy a car there
without fear of getting a bad deal and void of fear of purchasing a car with hidden problems. I
can assure you that I am not paid to make these statements and am in no way associated with
the dealership. I am just a customer who was sick of feeling like I was being taken for a ride
every time I bought a car. I found these guys and I no longer have that fear. They also have
serviced my Jaguar, my Chevrolet Silverado truck, etc They do it all. Thanks Cosmo's! The
purpose for rebadging those models sent to North America was due to the already popular
Ferrari GTO and Pontiac GTO, and so for Dodge they rebadged it as the Stealth and for their
own brand they badged it as a GT in fear that connoisseurs would object to it otherwise. GR
Auto Gallery is pleased to offer this ultra low mile example with only 8, miles on it. This
particular Mitsubishi GT SL comes in the ever popular Caracas Red matched to perfection with
the Gray leather interior and can't be missed when seen! The 24 valve 3. This time capsule also
comes with its original window sticker and owners manual. Charge Offs?? No Problem! Rates
as low as 3. We can get you pre-approved within seconds!! Call us today Tradewinds Motor
Center takes pride in providing you with the best service in the Cleveland area! Our sales
representatives are very knowledgeable and exceptionally friendly! Tradewinds Motor Center
has become a staple in the Cleveland area for over 20 years!! Visit us online All prices listed are
based upon cash considerations, financing the vehicle may result in a change of price. Prices
exclude doc fees, taxes, finance charges, and any other applicable fees. Tradewinds pricing
changes based on supply, demand and market fluctuations daily. Engine: V6, 3. Contact our
Sales Managers via the inquiry form or give us a call! Our upfront prices are the same online
and on our lot. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory
shown here is updated every 24 hours. MemberCar utilizes live market pricing that provides
competitive prices on all of our pre-owned vehicles to determine the fair retail price on every
car. We promise that we handpick these quality vehicles and offer them to our customers at a
reasonable price. Most of our inventory comes from our Partner, Nico Buys Cars. We are
aggressively seeking the best deals in the market and willingly pass the savings onto our
customers. This means that you will always know our very best price posted upfront on our
website. MemberCar is committed to providing the vehicles you want at the right price. This live
market pricing will save you money and time as well. We do not set our prices high so that our
customers can play a negotiating game with us because we know that you don't want to waste
your time negotiating with us. Our low pricing strategy makes the car buying process for our
customers, hassle-free, and allows us to focus more on the experience. Here at MemberCar we
are committed to excellent customer service and making sure your experience is simple, fair,
and transparent. We achieve this live market pricing through over 30, pre-owned websites.
Because most car-buying research is done strictly online, we use this data to offer the most
competitive prices to create the best value for our customers. Purchased my car earlier this
week. Tyler the sales representative was very patient and helpful as well as professional. My
buying experience was very impressive. I look forward to buying another car in the future. The
car is powered by its 3. The car remains in super clean original condition with factory original
red exterior paint over charcoal leather interior. The car is a great driver and mechanically fit.
Japanese performance has fallen into favor in the special interest car market and high caliber
examples such as the one here are sought after. This car has a future. Dallas Autos Direct has a
wide selection of exceptional pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this Mitsubishi GT.
A Mitsubishi with as few miles as this one is a rare find. This GT was gently driven and it shows.
There is no reason why you shouldn't buy this Mitsubishi GT. It is incomparable for the price

and quality. Based on the superb condition of this vehicle, along with the options and color, this
Mitsubishi GT is sure to sell fast. The look is unmistakably Mitsubishi, the smooth contours and
cutting-edge technology of this Mitsubishi GT will definitely turn heads. Finance available with
applicable fees. I looked at and bought a Lexis on line. I live in the s. Houston area. I dealt with
Justin Wang. They delivered the car, it was in perfect shape and everything advertised was
correct. These are great people and I will always buy my auto's from them. Description: Used
Mitsubishi GT. Prepare to turn heads on your weekend adventures in this ageless sport design
featuring the first one-touch retractable hardtop produced in America since the Ford Skyliner.
What's so special about this classic Mitsubishi? Well, it's a super rare, American-exclusive
drop-top that's one of only 1, GT Spyders produced. And, with the added style and weight of its
one-touch power retractable hardtop, it's a comfortable cruiser. Lift the shapely hood and you'll
find a 3. The 4-speed automatic transmission delivers smooth, firm shifts to good fuel economy.
Needless to say, this car is FUN to drive! Once inside, you will find comfortable black leather
seats, a power adjustable bucket seat that will serve you well for quick trips or those long Hill
Country escapades, orange backlit dash and an infiniti stereo system with an equalizer. Call,
text, email or stop by today to take a look at this rare gem here at Elder Mitsubishi! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Type Hatchback 6 Convertible 1. Mileage 5K K. Engine Details Transmission Manual 4. Engine
Type Gas 2. Cylinders 6 cylinders 2. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. Dealer Review: Purchased
my car earlier this week. Dealer Review: I looked at and bought a Lexis on line. Showing 1 - 7
out of 7 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Still eye catcher after all these years!! Remember
that mileage and condition can affect price. Learn more about the Mitsubishi GT. The used
Mitsubishi GT received an average score of 4. If you want to learn more about the Mitsubishi GT,
read Edmunds' expert review. Where to buy a used Mitsubishi GT? Shoppers just like you have
reviewed dealerships near you. Now that you've found the right vehicle for you, you can find the
best place to buy a used Mitsubishi GT. Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships
means you'll receive the highest level of customer service. Price, mileage, and condition are all
important factors to consider when buying a used Mitsubishi GT. We also recommend reading
Edmunds' consumer reviews to find common problems, and paying for an independent
inspection to make sure the used Mitsubishi GT you're buying doesn't have any problems that
need addressing. Consumer reviews are a great resource for determining how reliable a used
Mitsubishi GT will be. Out of consumer reviews of the used Mitsubishi GT available at Edmunds,
1 is one-star review. Take a look at this review first, as it is most likely to describe reliability
issues with the vehicle. Read more. Sign Up. What's so special about this classic Mitsubishi?
Summary Make. Mitsubishi , Model. This is a great car. I drive it everywhere. Always turns
heads. Automatic transmission shifts very smooth. Black leather has no rips and looks Like
new, automatic , new battery including terminals and alternator, new radiator, new rims,
excellent stereo, k. Automatic Transmission Abs. Tachometer Antenna Type. This car is
Automatic Transmission Power Brakes Gauge. Get notified when we have new listings available
for automatic mitsubishi gt. We use cookies to personalize your experience. More info. Trovit
Mitsubishi GT Automatic mitsubishi gt. X x Receive the latest car listings by email. Receive new
listings by email automatic mitsubishi gt. By creating this email alert, you agree to our Terms
and our Privacy Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time. Make Mitsubishi. Model GT. Year No
minimum No maximum Number of doors No minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4 5. Reduced
Price! Similar searches "automatic mitsubishi gt": mitsubishi gt tacoma , mitsubishi gt reading ,
gt , mitsubishi gt vr4 , mitsubishi gt north , mitsubishi gt vr4 wheels ISeeCars 1 day ago. Report
View car. Check price. X Get notified when we have new listings available for automatic
mitsubishi gt x Receive the latest car listings by email. Manage my alerts. Trovit by:. Our search
engines. Follow us. Download the app. More info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we can improve.
When you check Mitsubishi gt car engine light came on code B the reason should be. So you
should chech it on our car models. Do you have fresh, clean fuel in the tank? If it's empty, fill it
up and go! If it's full, check B Mitsubishi gt that the fuel shut-off valve is open and that it is
clean. Stale fuel, dirt and debris are the most common cause of outdoor power equipment not
starting properly. If you store equipment with untreated gas in the tank, it can lead to engine
damage. There are a number of reasons which can cause a car engine not to start, the most
common, of course, being a dead battery. Pay special attention to the noise it makes when you
turn the key. Is the car completely silent? If so, there may be a problem with your battery
terminal cable connections. Does your car crank over but not start? Then it may be your spark
plugs or fuel supply to your engine. In any case, if you're out on the road, try jumpstarting your
car then investigating the cause further when you're safely back at home. The converter is

essentially an afterburner that cleans up the exhaust after it exits the engine. The OBDII system
uses B a ownstream oxygen sensor to monitor the efficiency of the converter, and it should
detect a drop in converter efficiency if the converter has been contaminated or is failing ignition
misfiring, leaky exhaust valves, and oil burning can all damage the converter. What you want to
look B Mitsubishi gt: Any conditions that might cause ignition misfire, an overly rich or lean fuel
condition, or loss of compression. What does fault code B mean for Mitsubishi gt? What does a
diagnostic reading B mean for Mitsubishi gt? What do we know about B code for Mitsubishi gt?
Check all engine fault codes from our database. Copyright FaultCodeCheck. Used Mitsubishi GT
for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 5. I purchased my
Danube Blue GT about six months ago from the original owner. It is the automatic SL model. I
would like to have a VR4, however, this car has only 49k miles and it is mint. I couldn't pass it
up. I went ahead and did the 60k service and added 18" rims and Yokohama tires. This car gets
more looks than anything I've ever driven. Not a day goes by without a compliment. I absolutely
love this car and if you can find an unmolested one, I highly recommend it. Japan's automotive
design is usually driven by the pursuit of efficiency, agility and lightness. At the same time,
however, there's a definite obsession with technology: making everything electronic, inventing
neat new gadgets and generally providing complex answers to simple questions. For a perfect
example of the latter philosophy, look no further than the Mitsubishi GT. Arriving just in time for
the early s sports car revolution, the GT showed up carrying a great big load of stuff, especially
in top-line VR-4 trim. To wit: a valve V6 with dual overhead camshafts and twin To wit: a valve
V6 with dual overhead camshafts and twin turbochargers. Electronically adjustable suspension.
Four-wheel drive. Four-wheel steering. A limited-slip differential. Front and rear spoilers that
extend at 50 mph and retract at Even the exhaust note could be customized with the flip of a
switch. Of all the above features, the twin turbos and all-wheel drive left the strongest
impressions. Three-hundred horsepower let the GT VR-4 run with the fastest sports cars of its
day, and the security of four driven wheels put it at ease doing so. Strong grip, strong brakes
and styling that turned heads for nine straight years rounded out the package. But Mitsubishi's
full load of technology sure resulted in a full load of car. At 3, pounds, the GT VR-4 significantly
outweighed every competitor and had the most pronounced frontal weight bias. Many drivers
also felt its steering and shifter were vague, and its chassis less connected than other sports
cars'. Furthermore, no one seemed to find much value in most of the electronics, and no one
over 6 feet tall could sit up straight. As a choice for a used sport coupe or convertible, the
Mitsubishi GT is either a poser or a serious performance car, with a wide gulf between the two.
Base and SL models look flashy but don't provide performance matching their looks. In VR-4
guise, the GT is a car with serious speed, style and several fun little toys. The only major
problem with them is their weight, they are really heavy, 4wd and 4ws is expensive and heavy.
Everywhere I go, heads are turned and people are wondering what kind of vehicle it is. This car
is fast and in Japan it is nicknamed the "fire breather". The body style is so unique; unlike the
Dodge Stealth this thing is sleek, roomy, and you have enough space to fit up to three people
6'3" in the back no joke. I would recommend this car to everybody I know and everybody I will
meet in the future. It handles like a puma getting ready to pounce, and takes off like a lion
hunting its prey. The only downside is if you drive it like a maniac you are going to burn an
entire tank in only a few days. The transmission feels smooth. The powered options are far
ahead of its time. I absolutely love this vehicle. I took this car to a beach in Caseville Michigan.
Everybody there loved it, and it quickly became the hit of the beach. Everywhere I go people ask
me what kind of car it is, everybody wants one afterwards, and nobody knows how to get one.
This thing is cool. The price for the v6 twin turbo is very affordable if you know where to look,
and the discontinued model is sure to keep its value and only raise in the future with good TLC.
This thing is a cop magnet, every cop knows you after a while just because it sticks out like a
sore thumb. Even going 3 under the speed limit you feel like you are speeding because you only
have 5 inches of space underneath you. You bottom out in almost every driveway home or
business and it gets mediocre gas mileage at best. Overall 4. It is very comfortable for me and it
is my favorite car. This is my father's favorite car. I really enjoy this car. I had a GT in college,
gave it to my brother and now five years later I purchased another. I really enjoy just about
everything about the car. If you're able, ensure you have records of all the maintenance done to
the vehicle. That said, if you can find a good one with paperwork showing the 60K and K if
required go for it! Something to look out for is for 2nd gear synchro's tend to wear out. Fixable,
but Who ever said that they can fix one for under that did it themselves or never owned one. The
only major problem with them is their weight. They are really heavy, 4wd is expensive and
heavy. They have amazing acceleration, but I have never heard of any mechanical problems
with the tranny or any other part for that matter. Are you interested in a simply great car The
Mitsubishi GT It just arrived on our lot, and surely wont be here long Mitsubishi Gray, seat trim,.

Air Filtration Air Conditioning. Front Air Conditioning. Single Zone Airbags. Knee Airbags. Get
more information and car pricing for this vehicle on Autotrader. Check out this It just arrived on
our lot this past week With just over 40, miles on the odometer, this 4 door sport utility vehicle
prio. Clean carfax. Convenience Features1-touch down Driver vanity mirror Tilt steering wheel
Air conditioning Front beverage holders Speed control Illuminated entry. Convenience
Features1-touch downDriver vanity mirrorTilt steering wheelAuto-dimming rearview mirrorAir
conditioningGarage door transmitterFront b. Turbocharged 3. Carfax 1-owner, low miles. Visit
Legacy Motors North and West online at to see more pictures of this vehicle. Nbspnbsp amps
nbspnbspdriver and front passenger nbspnbspp. Get notified when we have new listings
available for mitsubishi gt reading. We use cookies to personalize your experience. More info.
Trovit Mitsubishi GT Mitsubishi gt reading. X x Receive the latest car listings by email. Receive
new listings by email mitsubishi gt reading. By creating this email alert, you agree to our Terms
and our Privacy Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time. Year No minimum No maximum
Number of doors No minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4 5. Reduced Price! Similar searches
"mitsubishi gt reading": gt like new , mitsubishi gt , mitsubishi gt wexford , mitsubishi gt spyder
, coupe gt engine , certified mitsubishi gt Report View car. Check price. We've found this cars
you might be interested in. Web2Carz 28 days ago. Web2Carz 12 days ago. X Get notified when
we have new listings available for mitsubishi gt reading x Receive the latest car listings by
email. Manage my alerts. Trovit by:. Our search engines. Follow us. Download the app. More
info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we can improve. The car was unique in being one of the few
performance cars of the era that could be had with all-wheel drive. Its goals were to replace the
Mitsubishi Starion and the Chrysler Conquest and to create a contender for Mitsubishi in the
sports car arena of the Nissan ZX , Mazda RX-7 , and Toyota Supra , while following the
Japanese tradition of under pricing and outperforming more expensive, luxurious cars. The first
American and Canadian GTs were produced at the Nagoya plant in Okazaki, Japan and publicly
distributed in the fall of The Dodge Stealth was mechanically identical to the GT. The only
differences were the body and some options. Here is an excerpt from the book "Japanese
Supercars" c , Mallard Press :. Despite its credentials, the GT can trace its lineage to a
little-known car called the Starion. A rear-wheel drive car, the Starion was initially conceived as
competition for the Nissan Z cars of the 's. The Starion when released was a technological
wonder for it's day, and sent many rivels back to the drawing board to create turbo cars for their
line-ups. Unfortunately, all good things must come to an end, so when Mitsubishi began
planning for the car that would become the company's replacement for the Starion, they literally
started with a clean sheet of paper. However, before the first line was drawn, some basic
marketing decisions were made about the new car. Drawing in part on the marketing strategy
made famous by General Motors founder Alfred P. Sloan, Mitsubishi decided the new car would
be offered in multiple stages of tuning and equipment. This was especially important because
Mitsubishi would be sharing the new car with its close U. Although the car would be designed
and built in Japan, it would also be available at Chrysler's Dodge dealers under the name
Stealth. While the ultimate goal was to make a no-holds-barred sports car, the initial platform
would have to be flexible enough to accommodate a bargain-basement model. The
rear-wheel-drive platform that had propelled the Starion was discarded in favor of a
front-wheel-drive set-up that could draw from Mitsubishi's other front-wheel-drive cars. The
basis for the GT is the chassis used in the Eclipse, a very cheaply priced sport coupe that uses
four-cylinders for power and employs front-wheel-drive in its most common modelâ€¦With all
these goodies crammed in, the Mitsubishi GT VR-4 demanded aggressive styling. Working
jointly with Chrysler's Highland Park International Design Studio, the stylists at Mitsubishi's
studio in Okasaki, Japan, created a car that makes a definite performance statement. All are
functional, except the rear side strakes that are undoubtedly there to remind people of the
Ferrari Testarossa. The GT with its 3. This HP twin turbocharged and intercooled model was
considered to be the most technologically sophisticated of its competitors, with features such
as All Wheel Drive, 4 Wheel Steering, Active Aero, Electronically Controlled Suspension,
Tuneable Exhaust. Many owners insist on improving its performance even further through
aftermarket modifications. The market had shifted towards minivans and SUVs, and the
automakers responded accordingly. The GT and Dodge Stealth still live on today, maintained by
their small group of enthusiastic tuners. With the engine idling, there is a little more than a soft,
baritone rumble coming from the four chromed exhaust pipes. Ease the shifter into first gear,
and the six-speed transmission responds with reassuring precision. Press down on the
accelerator and experience total exhilaration. Both intercooled turbochargers emit a shrill hiss,
and horsepower pours into the full-time all wheel drive system. Sweep into the first turn, and the
same-phase four-wheel steering generates breathtaking stability. The steering wheel is alive
with information about the road. Your confidence soars. Accelerate out of the turn, and all wheel

drive with two limited-slip differentials creates unyielding traction - you power out of the corner
with riveting control. On the open highway, the Active Aero tm system automatically adjusts the
front air dam and rear spoiler, leveraging the wind for even more stability - without increasing
aerodynamic drag. Electronically controlled shock absorbers immediately adapt to changing
conditions. At cruising speed, pull the shifter back into sixth gear. The engine settles down into
an easy rhythm. The suspension relaxes, and the GT VR-4 slices through the atmosphere. The
GT VR-4 must be driven to be believed. Putting the power to the pavement is the name of the
acceleration game. So what gives the Mitsubishi the advantage over them? Although the car
would be designed and build in Japan, it would also be available at Chrysler's Dodge dealers
under the name Stealth. Powered by a cc Engine CU. The top of the line GT the VR-4
incorperated Full time all wheel drive and all wheel steering, but these toys came a price For the
Model year, Mitsubishi redesigned the exterior of all models of the GT. In place of Retractable
headlights, were more powerful Projector lights. In addition to the styling enhancements, the GT
VR-4 also benefited from higher boost which Increased Torque by 7 foot-lbs, and increased
Horsepower by 20lbs. The 5 speed gearbox was replaced with a 6 speed setup to keep the
vehicle in it's powerband more often. Passanger side air bags were also added to increase the
vehicles saftey, As well as the VR-4 gained larger front rotors and 2-piston rear calipers. The
Spyder is the ultimate touring vehicle. The spyder was one of the first fully automated Hard top
convertibles ever built. The SL version was powered by a 6G72 Engine coupled which was only
availible with a 4-speed automatic. Although the vehicle was very expensive, the Spyders were
equiped with 17X8. The 3rd redesign of the GT came in the Model year. Minor Cosmetic
Changes were made to the exterior. Active Aero was removed, and replaced with a large HOOP
like wing which followed the lines and curves of the body better, and the Front Fascia was
redesigned to give the GT a more aggressive look. The VR-4 Lost its active exhaust, suspension
and other parts to loose 67 pounds, quite impressive. Much more affordable than the previous
base model GT's. Mitsubishi knew the GT's days were numbered. They decided for the Model
year the GT's looks had to change. The front bumper was changed to a more aggressive, sports
car look, the headlights also changed to match the new bumper. The Sail panels behind the
windows were changed to remove the fake window in place since The "hoop" spolier was
repalced with a large "combat" style wing that is often cited as "love it or hate it. Mitsubishi quit
production of the GT in the model year. In the U. The GT base model was at first the cheapest
GT, but slowly began to increase in price such that it approached the value of earlier GT VR4s.
From to , the base model was powered by a 3. This engine produced hp at RPM, while
producing from to lb-ft. In , there was a change in the engine used in the base model. From to its
end in , the base model used a 3. Producing hp at RPM and lb-ft. Worst of all, the MSRP was still
in the 25 to 27 thousand dollar range for such a drop in performance. All base models had a
5-speed manual transmission standard with overdrive and an automatic transmission as an
option also with overdrive. The GT had front wheel drive and had an independent front
suspension and a multi-link rear suspension. The GT SL was the luxury version of the family.
This model was mainly interpreted by the standard options that were not standard or available
on the base models. Some examples were the rim size, ECS Electronically Controlled
Suspension , anti-lock brakes , alarm system, sunroof, cruise control, power options, leather,
and in the last three years, the engine plus many others. Sticking through its whole life with a 3.
The torque from to was lb-ft. Like the base model, it had a standard 5-speed manual
transmission and an optional automatic transmission, both with overdrive. It was front wheel
drive with the same independent suspension in front and multi-link in the back as the base
model. Powered by a well built 3. To help control all this surge of power, to VR4s used a Getrag
-manufactured 5-speed manual transmission, while to VR4s used the 6-speed version of that
same transmission. From there, power was set to the four wheels through an all wheel drive
AWD system composed of a center VCU Viscous Coupling Unit differential sending torque to
the open front and the limited-slip rear differentials. Assuming that the VR4 system is simply a
modification of the front wheel drive unit of the non-turbo cars to allow it to send torque to the
rear if needed is a common mistake. A standard four wheel steering 4WS system turned the rear
wheels up to 1. Indeed the GT itself has been accused of being designed for just this purpose
rather than as a viable long-term production asset. In addition to these specifications, there
were multiple other options only available in the VR4. The VR4 also enjoyed the tunable exhaust
similar to that found on the Ferrari , ECS, and the Active Aero system until , , and , respectively.
Other things included many standard options and options themselves only available on the
VR4. All VR4s were manual transmission only. These convertibles had retractable hardtop , not
soft-top roofs. The Spyders were identical to their regular brothers in mechanical and body
styling, except for the rims, rear fascia, and in the VR4 Spyder, the active aero system. One
advantage of these Spyder models was that the extra weight of the motor that retracted the roof

in the trunk equalized the weight of the car to near However the Spyder suffered from inferior
chassis rigidity even with the extra braces in the underbody, and with the excess weight, they
were not quite as good at handling curves as their fixed roof counterparts. The Spyder was
discontinued in because of slow sales, but they are still regarded by many as amazing
machines to see. The Spyder was never officially available in Europe and Japan. Note: A
customization firm in the United States based their entire business on converting normal GTs
into soft-top convertibles. These machines should not be confused with the Spyder, which was
Mitsubishi designed and built. VR4s from to included an Active Aero system. This system
consisted of an electronically activated rear spoiler and a lowering front air dam under the front
bumper. At a speed of 45 mph or more, the system activated and the front air dam lowered to
reduce air flow from under the vehicle, which can cause lift. At the same time, the rear spoiler
tilted at angle causing air flowing by to hit the wing surface, creating pressure, which in turn
creates downforce on the rear of the car. When the car slowed down to 30 mph, the Active Aero
system deactivated and the air dam retracted back and the spoiler returned flat. A wind tunnel
test in the Russian Magazine "AutoReview" has confirmed that the active aero is indeed
functional. That same car with the active aero elements engaged produced a lift force of This
was achieved by a decrease in the coefficient of drag. It should be noted that the EVOVIII did not
have the optional vortex generators installed at the rear roof line, while the STi did have the
optional rear winshield diffuser. This system incorporated a computer controlled suspension
that has two settings. In tour mode the computer uses the onboard speed, g-force, throttle
position, and steering wheel angular velocity sensors to determine which of the three steps to
set the shock absorbers to. In sport mode, the shocks are kept at a hard damping force for a
more sporty feeling, better handling, and improve response. In the case that the ECS computer
which was seperate from the ECU lost contact with any of the struts, the system will default to
sport, setting the remaining struts to "hard. Source: GT Sales Brochure. Tunable exhaust was
available only in VR4s from to The basic operation of the tunable exhaust is to control the flow
of the exhaust gases. In tour mode it reroutes the exhaust gases through the main muffler thus
reducing the sound released by the exhaust gases, but this causes increased back pressure
and lowered performance. It is a common misconception that the GT was equipped with a very
weak transmission which is technically a transaxle due to placement. Some even accuse it of
being fabricated entirely of aluminum, which is quite ridiculous. This may stem from the fact
that the external casing of the W5MG1 transmission was made of aluminum. The transmissions
do have a tendency to fail, however this was not due to weakness or poor design. Rather this
can be blamed on Mitsubishi's poor deal with Getrag, the transmission manufacturer. In the
agreement, Mitsubishi agreed to consider the transmissions "non-serviceable," and instruct all
their dealers to simply replace the entire transmission if there was ever a problem. Indeed, the
factory service manual has a single page devoted to the Getrag transmission, saying exactly
this. This of course generated significant increase in sales for Getrag, at the expense of the
loyal owners one might add. The major problem with the transmission was the synchronizers
notably and , coupled with the fact that Mitsubishi specified the wrong viscosity fluid for the
transmission. Some even speculate that this fluid is the major reason for said failures. As a
result, many GTs have developed grinding synchronizers that sound terrible and cause
mis-shifts. In some cases, switching to a modern synthetic like "synchromesh" or a
combination of Redline fluids, has been known to cure the problem entirely, or at least
ameliorate it significantly. The fluids also go a long way to preventing new transmissions from
developing this problem. Unfortunately, Mitsubishi technicians and dealers either do not know
this or do not tell their customers this. Instead they [correctly] suspect bad synchronizers, and
the only course of action is to replace the entire transmission. Getrag also refused to offer parts
to any transmission mechanics who tried to fix the problem. As a result, many a VR4 owner has
had to replace their transmission, and the car has developed a bad reputation for such, however
it is unfair to accuse the transmission of being weak. Until recently there were absolutely no
internal modifications for the transmissions, which clearly means that all the and horsepower
VR4s out there run with perfectly stock transmissions. Though output shafts breaking is a
common occurrence at that level of power as it is for all AWD cars with that kind of power ,
internal failure is virtually unheard of. This [ thread ] on for forum documents the process. Read
this [ post ] to see the text of the notification. The first-generation GTs were the upcoming
introduction models. Compared to the later generations, the most noticeable difference in the
generation one GTs is that the headlights are pop-up. The second difference is the hood with
the caps on top of the suspension area. Those were placed there to accommodate for the ECS
connectors. Then there is the rear bumper with the black ripple plates on each side of the
license plate. The last exterior change is the rims which were only 17 inches. Internally, though,
there were two differences. First was the engine. Generation one GT base and SL models

produced lbs. Most remarkably they featured headlight washer nozzles which were placed on a
blind that replaced the parking light lenses. The parking light was separated from the headlight
and moved to the front bumper to be combined with the turning signals and elongated over the
front fenders with a reflective blind. Also the only model available in Europe was the twin turbo
version. In most countries the only option to the European GT was the alarm system. The
sunroof was not available. Except for that, it incorporated every option from the American
version. Generation two GTs received a face-lift. The front bumper was changed lightly to
accommodate regular headlights and small round fog lights. The hood was shaped to remove
the caps for the ECS and the rear bumper was re-stylized. The engine on all models received a
slight boost. The base and SL models got an increment in torque to lbs. To compliment this
increase in power the VR4 included a 6-Speed Getreg transmission which retained the viscous
center and rear limited-slip differential. In addition, the interior was redesigned with dual air
bags and Ra refrigerant for the air conditioning. In and a special edition model of the SL and
VR4 were sold. These were the hardtop convertible Spyder models. In the tunable exhaust was
dropped and in the ECS was dropped. Furthermore, was the last year the GT VR4 would have an
active aero system. Also, also saw the end of the production run of the Dodge Stealth, the
Chrysler badged version of the GT which was mechanically identical. To provide
accommodation for the drop of the active aero system the body was redesigned with a new
front bumper with larger openings for less air flow restriction and a new arc-like tail a. This
engine was originally only available in the GT's Chrysler twin, the Stealth, which ended
production in Produced in it was the last GT to be sold in the U. The main changes were mainly
exterior. A new front bumper was installed with an even wider opening in the middle and styling
on the side air ducts were installed that lead to the intercoolers. New more aerodynamic
headlights were installed with built-in turn signals and a redesigned taillight with a black insert
with the reverse lights in it. The sail panels rear-side windows were replaced to fully cover the
side since earlier models suffered from peeling. Finally the most noticeable upgrade is the
aggressive aerodynamic wing which trends from the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution models.
Despite its appearance, the wing was the most functional of all those available save the
active-aero systems of the models. In all fairness, all GTs should be considered "1st
generation," as the term generation implies a significant redesign in this context. The difference
between "1st gen" and "2nd gen" GTs is cosmetic aside from a few mechanical changes. The
transmissions the Getrag W5MG1 and Getrag W6MG1 are also nearly identical in design with
the exception of the extra gear on the latter, the same can be said about the suspension system,
the differential setup and the brake system though the 2nd generation got two piston rear
calipers instead of a floating single pot system. Despite the fact that technically all the GTs
should be considered a single generation, the community and forums generally consider the
changes between and to be significant enough to merit a generation change. Typically all
vehicles are considered "2nd gen" and the term "3rd gen" is rarely ever used. The "2nd gen" did
boast significant changes in some areas the bolt pattern of the engine, the nitrated crankshaft,
the drastically different cosmetics, the ECU, and the 6-speed transmission , which may justify
the distinction, however the and changes were almost entirely cosmetic and are generally
considered to not merit distinction from the models. Initially Mitsubishi planned the 2nd
generation update to keep the car competitive until the complete redesign which was planned
for The Mark IV Supra producing 20 more horsepower and equipped with a 6-speed had recently
arrived on the scene late and clearly outpaced the 1st generation GTs. Knowing that the
planned redesign was not for another three years, Mitsubishi decided to simply match the
Supra's BHP and six-speed, hoping this would hold over buyers until The extra 20 horsepower
was almost entirely derived from an extra 2 psi of turbo boost. A simple modification to the
boost solenoid of a 1st generation car will give it the same extra 20 BHP, and in fact both cars
can be taken further, up to 14 or 15 psi, yielding another twenty or thirty "free" horsepower note,
over-boosting is very dangerous for the engine, consult your performance shop or 3Si.
Unfortunately for fans of the GT and all Japanese performance vehicles, the popularity of the
sports car in the United States had been declining throughout the s as the two-seater was
replaced by the three ton SUV as the status symbol of choice. Even in Japan, where these cars
continued production for a few years more, sales did not justify continued development. In light
of this, Mitsubishi decided to give up on the redesign, opting instead for yet another cosmetic
change with even fewer mechanical changes. The hope was that the car would attract a few
more buyers until, like all the others, GT production was no longer profitable. The ploy was
reasonably successful, allowing the gt to outsell the three aforementioned Japanese
competitors combined and outlive them all. The gt followed it into the history books in Even the
Camaro and Firebird, American icons in their own right, were discontinued just a few years
later, proving that the decline of sports-cars was not a problem that only the Japanese faced. In

the category of subk sports-cars, only the Corvette and Mustang survived the s. Though the
Pontiac GTO was reintroduced in , it was not well received, implying that perhaps American
demand for sports-cars is still limited. Fans of the gt can only speculate about the performance
that Mitsubishi planned to instill in the real second generation car. When first appearing in , the
GT was very competitive with the Corvette of the day. As such, it is likely that Mitsubishi would
have aimed for C5 Corvette performance for their next generation car. A set of European turbos
and a fuel system with increased capacity would have produced a reliable BHP car with ease,
though new pollution regulations may have limited the feasibility of this. Note, on GT VR4s, the
viscous coupler unit, an integral part of the transfer-case has a tendency to develop small leaks.
If depleted of fluid, the system will lock-up and cause all four wheels to lock. There is absolutely
no warning and the problem is frighteningly common. If this happens at highway speeds, it
could obviously be fatal. Imagine your brake system doing so but without yielding or brake
fade. The system will not unlock without repair, so if it does lock on you, it is impossible to even
drive home assuming it did not cause an accident in the first place. Even Mitsubishi, which is
notoriously bad for ignoring problems such as this, acquiesced and issued a recall. The dealer
will inspect your transfer-case and repair it or replace it for free. Please have your VIN number
ready and contact your dealer or the nearest Dodge or Mitsubishi dealership immediately if you
own a VR4 or Turbo Stealth and have not done so already. This problem does not affect front
wheel drive all US non-turbo GTs. Navigation menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces Page
Discussion. Views Read Edit History. Categories How To's Information Dictionary. Contribute
Create an Article Upload a File. This page was last edited on August 26, , at Sports Car. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

